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EDITORIAL

This issue marks the end of my first year as editor of Capital Philately and I must admit that despite
learning a lot I still have a way to go. However, I do enjoy being editor as it gives me a chance to
write and through the editorial to have my say on some issues.

One of the trials of being editor is obtaining articles to publish but to date I have lucky and have
managed to fill the expanded 24 page format. You will notice that this issue has an excellent variety
of material in it. It starts off with the second part of Albert Farrugia's History of Malta on Stamps.
This is the type of article I would be happy to publish for other countries as well. Then follows the
first part of Hans Karman's discussion of his Social Philately exhibit that did so well at Australia 99.
This article came out of the blue and was much appreciated. However, it is also an article that would
challenge any editor. It relies heavily on illustrations and these represent quite a challenge because so
many of them are large items. Part of the skill of an editor is to produce a well illustrated journal with
the minimum of blank space. As you will note from part one of this article, sometimes you just can't
help leaving some unused space. However, when I finish publishing the article I am sure that you
will agree that the multitude of illustrations are important. Having seen the display first hand I hope
that Hans will consider producing copies of the display, when it has reached a standard he is happy
with, so that it can be kept for prosperity. This display represents an important part of Australia's
history that I would guess has been little studied.

The other major article that I have started publishing is by Kim Dwyer and is about the aviation links
with the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. It was a pleasure to receive this article because it is one I had
specifically asked the author to write. Although it is not what I expected. Kim is well known to
many members of the Society and has exhibited at our biennial conventions on a number of
occasions. This article is pleasing on two grounds. Firstly, I had simply asked Kim for an article
about her Social Philately display on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. However, what I received was a
well researched article on the aviation links of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands which Kim had wanted to
write for some time. Thus my request has produced a benefit to both me as editor, Kim and philately
because the article is an important addition to the information published on this not well studied
Australian Dependency. The second reason is that I have seen Kim's display go from a very basic
collection of Cocos covers to an award winning Social Philately exhibit. It shows what can be
achieved by anyone, with some effort and some guidance from judges and fellow collectors.

The other new feature this month is Ian McMahon's article on the Philatelic Society of Canberra's
library and the information we have available on forgeries. This is the first of a series of articles I
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have asked Ian to write that will outline the available reference material in the library on particular
topics. If you have any requests please let me know.

Canberra Stampshow 2000 is shaping up to be an exciting exhibition and from the trade side, interest
is strong. We have also added a new National Class - Maximaphilly. This is not the most popular
class in Australia, where it is little understood, but the exhibition next year will have the most entries
for an Australian exhibition ever. Visually it is often of great interest, particularly to the public.

I stated above that interest in the exhibition was strong from the trade and I believe that in many ways
philately has never been stronger. Basic stamps have not and probably never will reach the heights of
the boom in the late 1970s, however, the interest in specialised material has never been stronger. Any
philatelist who has put together a specialised collection over the last two decades is likely to do very
well when they come to sell their collection. It proves that philately can be fun and profitable if you
take a long term view and study your area of interest. Some of the prices I have seen at auction
recently are staggering. A good example was a composite die proof of Australian kangaroos which
was sold by Harmer's of London recently. Fifteen years ago an item like this might have sold for
anywhere from $3-5,000. A considerable sum you might think, but it would probably have sold for
the low end. It was estimated at £5000 (about $12,500) which seemed about right to me given that
interest in this area is quite strong at present. It sold for almost £15,000 ($37,500)! I appreciate that
most collectors can only dream of owning something like this, however, this is happening to material
at all price ranges. The best example is with KGVI varieties, which have rocketed in value in the last
decade, and I believe that early QEII will be next. However, more importantly, being a knowledgable
philatelist is proving to be both fun and a little easier to explain to the spouse when you can point out
such gains (if you ever sell!).

MEMBERS' EXHIBITION RESULTS

PHILEX FRANCE· PARIS 2·11 JULY 1999

Hans Karman Australian Privilege Mail 1830-1920 Gold

THE ROYAL - 99 FREDERICTON NEW BRUNSWICK 28·30 MAY 1999

Edric Druce The Postal Stationery of Grenada Vermeil

18 - 20 March 2000
CANBERRA STAMPSHOW 2000
(11th National Philatelic Convention)
The Last GST -FREE Exhibition

Featuring
The French Challenge

Postal History
Polar

First Day Covers
Maximaphilly

Plus all State Level Classes (except one frames)

Dickson College

NATSTAMP 98 SET THE STANDARD
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(Part 2 continued from Volume 17 Number 3)

Albert Farrugia

Colonialism vs Our Rights: 1815 - 1886

Although the Maltese had willingly placed themselves under British rule a section of the Maltese
resented the fact that the Maltese had absolutely no say in the administration of their island home. In
fact during the first 35 years of British Rule, the administration of the Island was the sole prerogative
of the British Civil Commissioners and Governors.

In 1835, a Council of Government consisting of only nominated members was
granted. However in 1849 through the initiative of Governor Sir Richard
O'Ferrall, and following agitation by Maltese patriots such as Giorgio Mitrovich
(right) another Constitution was granted to the Maltese Islands. This
Constitution made provision for a Council of Government consisting of 10
nominated members and eight elected members. The first elections took place in
1849. The 1849 Constitution remained in force till 1887.

During the administration of Sir Thomas Maitland (1813-1824) a reorganisation
of the Law Courts was carried out in 1815. Later, new Codes of Laws were also
promulgated and the liberty of the Press was granted in 1839.

After the Royal Commission of 1836 primary schools were opened in various towns and villages and
through the initiative of Canon M P Pullicino (1815-1890), who was Director of Primary Schools, by
1880 there was a primary school in every town and village, although attendance was not compulsory.

The transport system also improved. The omnibus was introduced in 1856 and was followed by the
railway in 1883. In 1882 the steam ferry service was introduced between Sliema and Valletta and
three years later, in 1885, a regularform of transport was introduced between Malta and Gozo.

The British Government continued to strengthen the islands defences, and a number of forts and the
"Victoria Lines" were erected. The importance of British Naval Power also led to the considerable
development of the Naval dockyard with the construction of docks at Bormal Wharf and Ghajn
Dwieli. A number of important public works were also carried out such as the new commercial
harbour at Marsa, a new Mental Hospital in Attard and the Royal Opera House in Valletta.

Years of Discontent: 1887 - 1920

In December 1887 a new Constitution was granted to the Maltese Islands replacing that of 1849.
According to this Constitution there was to be a Council of Government consisting of 20 members, 14
of whom were to be elected members. Unfortunately this Constitution had only a short span of life.
Difficulties arose due to the heated "language question", and on the 3rd June 1903 this Constitution
was revoked and substituted by another one, similar to that of 1849.

At the turn of the century, the British Government undertook the construction of the breakwater in the
Grand Harbour and two new docks in the dockyard. These projects generated considerable
employment, to the extent that workmen were brought from abroad. However the termination of these
projects and the subsequent rundown of British forces in the island brought about a grave economic
crisis which brought the islands to the verge of bankruptcy.
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In April 1913, the International Eucharistic Congress, presided by the Papal legate Cardinal Ferrata,
was held in Malta. Five Cardinals and a number of foreign bishops and Catholics also participated in
this Congress.

This joyful event was followed in August 1914 by the outbreak of the First World War during which
Malta contributed its share as part of the British Empire in three ways: as a hospital base; a Naval
base; and by the services rendered by the Maltese in the British Army and Navy. As a hospital base,
Malta was considered to be "The Nurse of the Mediterranean", as thousands of wounded and sick
Allied soldiers from Gallipoli and Salonika were brought to Malta. Considerable work was also
carried out in the local naval dockyard, which employed about 10,000 men.

Following the end of the war in November 1918 there was a mood of
discontent prevailing on the island due to various factors, including the
political situation, unemployment and the price of bread. In February
1919 a National Assembly was convened in Valletta under the
presidency of Dr Filippo Sceberras to obtain better constitutional
concessions. On the 7th June 1919 riots broke out as a result of the
prevailing unrest, both economic and political, during which four
Maltese were killed (right) .

Self-Government and Courage: 1921 - 1945

In 1921 Malta was granted the Amery-Milner Constitution which ensured
autonomy in internal affairs when a diarchical system of government was
introduced. Control was divided between a Maltese government and an Imperial
government which had control over many 'reserved matters' (left). A bicameral
legislature, consisting of a Legislative Assembly and a Senate was introduced and
the right to vote was given to men who were twenty-one years old, or upwards and
had certain literacy and property qualifications. A minority government was
formed by Joseph Howard of the UPM (Nationalist). He was succeeded by
Francesco Buhagiar and Ugo Mifsud. Following the 1927 Elections Lord Gerald

Strickland led the Compact parties, Labour and Constitutional, in government. At the time a political
crisis ensued regarding the Senate. It was accentuated by a political-religious struggle between
Strickland and the Church. In 1930 the Constitution was amended and then suspended ushering a
period of political confusion.

When responsible government was returned in 1932, Ugo Mifsud became Prime Minister. But the
Constitution was soon suspended and gubernatorial autocracy imposed. It was at this time, when
Maltese artists and authors were gaining prestige, that the Maltese language was made the official
language of the Courts in 1934. In 1936 an Executive Council was established, and in 1939 the
Macdonald Constitition provided for the setting up of a Council of Government - half the members of
which was to consist of Maltese elected representatives.

The dark clouds that were gathering made the Maltese put aside their political struggle and unite in
defence of democracy and civilisation. Following Italy's entry into the War, Malta started to suffer

air-raid bombing. People from the Harbour area evacuated their homes and
flocked to shelter inland, whilst others went to live in shelters hewn in the
rock. A number of persons were interned by the British authorities and some,
including Dr Enrico Mizzi, were deported to Uganda.

While Italian and German bombers brought havoc to the Maltese islands,
which were at first defended notably by three Gladiators named Hope', 'Faith'
and 'Charity', the problem of supplies was soon felt. An invasion threat in
July 1941 ended in complete failure when coast defenders spotted E-boats of
the Decima Flottiglia Mas. Whilst people suffered hunger, a final assault was
ordered by Kesserling, but the people's heroism withstood every attack (left).
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On the 15th April 1942 King George VI awarded the 'George Cross' to the
people of Malta in appreciation of their heroism. (right)

The German invasion plan, known as Operation Hercules, was scheduled for
July 1942, but the Nazi plan also failed. The Santa Maria convoy, including
the tanker Ohio, brought relief to the defenders while Mgr Gonzi's appeal to
the Gozitans to harvest their wheat solved much of the food problem. People
had to live on meagre rations of food distributed by the Victory Kitchens.
Malta could breathe freely once the Allies launched their offensive in North
Africa.

Slowly the people came out of their shelters and viewed the destruction that had resulted in many
towns and villages being badly damaged. On 20th June 1943 George VI visited the Island from
where landing forces were soon to proceed for the invasion of Sicily. On 8th December 1943 F D
Roosevelt, President of the USA, visited Malta and paid homage to her people who gave valorous
service in the case of freedom and justice.

Responsible Government 1947 - 1964

After the War a diarchical system of government was introduced by the MacMichael Constitution
(1947) which ensured self-government for internal affairs in Malta. It provided for a unicameral

system and granted the right to vote to men and women over the age of 21,
but such things as defence, immigration, nationality, treaties, postal
censorship and other items were considered as 'reserved matters '. Though
a number of political parties appeared during this period, the principal two
were the Nationalist Party and the Labour Party.

The Labour Party gained a majority in the general elections which were
based on proportional representation and Dr Paul Boffa became Prime Minister. The first Parliament
was opened by the Duke of Gloucester. A question over economic aid led to a split in the Labour
Party and new elections were held in 1950. The Nationalist Party led by Dr Enrico Mizzi was
insisting on Dominion Status while the Labour Party led by Mr Dominic Mintoff was after integration
with Britain or self-determination. Dr Mizzi became Prime Minister and formed a minority
government. He died in office on 20th December 1950 and was replaced by Dr George Borg Olivier
who formed two successive coalitions with Dr Boffa, in 1951 and 1953.

In 1953 NATO established its regional headquarters (Cincafmed) in Malta under Lord Louis
Mountbatten. At the time the British Government was proposing to transfer Malta to the
Commonwealth Relations Office but the Colonial Secretary offered to transfer it to the Home Office.
The results of the general elections of 1955 returned Mr Mintoff to power. He put forward the
proposal for Integration ensuring political, social and economic union of Malta with Great Britain.
The situation was affected by a political-religious quarrel that ensued between Church Authorities and
the Malta Labour Party. While Dr Balogh and Mr Seers presented an economic report on Malta, a
Round Table Conference was called by Alan Lennox Boyd, the Colonial Secretary. It met at
Lancaster House under the chairmanship of Lord Kilmuir and recommended Maltese members in the
House of Commons.

A Referendum about Integration was considered as having given an unclear result - the Nationalists
boycotting the voting. Meanwhile, proposals to reduce the Defence Expenditure were going to affect
the Naval Dockyard employees. The Maltese Government condemned such a threat and on the 30th
of December 1957 a 'Break with Britain Resolution' was approved in Parliament. Events turned to the
worse when the Labour Government resigned in April 1958. An Emergency Ordinance was issued
and the Constitution was withdrawn. Whilst proposals for Independence started to be made, the Sir
Hilary Blood Commission proposed a new Constitution which led to the formation of the "State of
Malta" on 3rd March 1962. It was similar to that given to Singapore sometime earlier.
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Malta gains Independence, 21st September 1964

In the 1962 elections, 76% of the electorate voted for the principal parties which were demanding
Independence. The Nationalists gained a majority and therefore Dr George Borg Olivier became
Prime Minister. Shortly afterwards amendments to the Constitution were made, Borg Olivier
proceeded to London to ask for a financial agreement and demand Independence with full
membership within the Commonwealth. At the time unemployment had risen to 6% and there were
fears of discharges from the Naval Arsenal.

On the 20th August 1962 Dr Borg Olivier presented his formal request for Independence. It was soon
made known that the Attorney General Prof J J Cremona, was working of a draft constitution while it
was announced that a Malta Independence Conference was to be held at Marlborough House,
London. The Conference started on the 16th July, 1963. Delegates from all the political parties led
by Dr Borg Olivier, Mr Mntoff, Mr T Pellegrini, Dr H Ganado and Miss Mabel Strickland attended.
The Conference was chaired by Mr Duncan Sandys. Discussions went on right through July. The
Maltese Government was asking for a monarchical state with a Governor General representing the
Queen. The Secretary of State proposed a referendum about the constitution.

Initially it was announced that Malta would be granted Independence by the 31st May, 1964, but
controversial issues about the constitution and a demand for elections prior to the granting of
independence, prolonged the discussions and made this impossible. In the meantime, the draft was
presented before Parliament. Political leaders again went to London late in 1963 to discuss the
referendum. Further discussions were held in February 1964 and in March 1964 Duncan Sandys and
Borg Olivier issued a Joint Statement declaring that Borg Oliver was going to present the draft
constitution before the National Assembly and after its approval, it would be presented to the Maltese
electorate for a referendum. These were approved and a referendum was held in May when 129,649
or 82.6% of the electorate voted. Out of these, 65,714 voted for independence.

Dr Borg Olivier proceeded to London to discuss the constitution, a Defence Agreement and Economic
Aid. It was proposed that British forces would be allowed to stay for ten years while the British
Government was to provide £stg50 millions to help in the diversification of the economy. Malta's
Draft Constitution was approved in the House of Commons on 23rd July 1964 and the date for
Independence was set for the 21st September, 1964.

Malta became a democratic constitutional monarchy with Elizabeth II
declared as Queen of Malta. The Duke of Edinburgh came to Malta as
her official representative to participate in the various festivities. On
the night of the 20-21st September, the Maltese Flag was raised at
Independence Arena, Floriana, as Dr Borg Olivier waved the new
Constitution (left) amidst the cheers of the large crowd present.
Malta had become an independent nation.

A Nation amongst Nations: 1964 - 1989

Once Independence was achieved, Malta started to play her part in international relations. Her
independence was immediately recognised by China, USA and USSR and she soon started to join
internationalorganisations.

On the 20th August 1964 parliament had approved, without opposition, her membership in the
Commonwealth. Soon after Independence, she joined the United Nations Organisation. On the 1st of
December 1964 Dr George Borg Olivier addressed the UN Assembly. Dr Arvid Pardo, the Maltese
representative at the UN, steered Malta's proposal regarding the Law of the Sea. The following year
the Prime Minister met the Secretary-General U Thant and Pope Paul VI while at the UN
Headquarters on the 13th October 1965.

Malta gained membership in such organisations as the FAO, WHO, ILO, UPU and the International
Committee of European Migration. In 1965 Malta joined the Council of Europe, and on the 12th
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December 1968 the Prime Minister signed the European Convention on Human Rights. In 1970 an
Association Agreement was also signed with the European Community which, through three financial
protocols, has provided aid for development and infrastructural projects.

In 1966 Malta had its first general election after Independence. It returned Dr George Borg Olivier to
power. In 1967 Queen Elizabeth visited Malta as Head of State and was given a warm welcome.

The diversification of the economy was affected by the British
Government's policy to reduce its Defence expenditure, especially
when it was declared that employment with the Services was to be
reduced by 2/3 by 1968. In the 1971 elections,
the Labour Party gained a majority and the
Defence Treaty and Financial Agreement were
revised. On the 13th December 1974 the
Constitution was amended and Malta became a

Republic having Sir Anthony Mamo as its first President(left). On 31st March
1979 the Defence Treaty came to an end and British forces left the Island(right).
The Labour Party, led by Mr Mintoff and subsequently by Dr K Mifsud Bonnici,
remained in power until 1987 when following general elections, the Nationalists
led by Dr E Fenech Adami were returned to power.

In January 1987 it was unanimously agreed in Parliament that the party gaining a majority of votes
was to have a majority of seats in parliament. Malta was declared a neutral state and non-aligned,
without a military base or foreign interference. As an independent nation it has increased its
participation in international fora. It is fulfilling her role as a nation working for peace particularly
within the Mediterranean region.

Acknowledgement : The information used for this article was sourced from the Malta Government's
Department of Information. This topic was presented to the Philatelic Society of Canberra on 4 February 1999.

AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION
PRODUCT (Weight) PRICE QTY VALUE

BINDER AND SLIP CASE ONLY Each 550gms $14.50
EXTRA PAGES & PROTECTORS Per 20 250gms $20.80
STAMPSAFE BOX 260gms $9.90
WHITE ARCHlV AL DISPLAY PAGES
PAGES 283mm x 250mm, Punched Per 50 650gms $37.00
PAGES 283mm x 250mm, Unpunched Per 50 650gms $37.00
NEW DISPLAY PAGES
Plain Pages, 283mm x 216mm Per 50 500gms $10.00
Pages with Grille, 283mm x 216mm Per 50 500gms $15.00
Plain Pages, 283mm x 230mm Per 50 500gms $11.00
SHEET PROTECTORS, POLYPROPYLENE
Protectors 290mm x 252mm Per 50 450gms $18.00
Protectors 290mm x 218mm Per 50 400gms $18.00
SHEET PROTECTORS, MYLAR
Side Opening 290mm x 260mm Per 10 200gms $16.00
Side Opening 290mm x 220mm Per 10 1909ms $16.00
Top opening 290mm x 260mm Per 10 200gms $16.00
POSTAGE & PACKING* First Kilo $8.00

Add'l Kilos $3.00
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $

All orders to: ARCHIVAL PRODUCTS
AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION
PO BOX 208
TORRENS SA 5062
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Australian Electoral Business
A Social Philately Exhibit

Hans Karman

Introduction

Social Philately was an experimental class in the Australia 99 World Exhibition in Melbourne last
March. I won't detail the rules of this class other than to quote from the Australia 99 catalogue:

Social Philately is the collection, study, classification and exhibiting of materials and artifacts
that illustrate either:
• The social reaction to the presence of a universal and rapidly developing postal system, or
• The development and diversification of a social activity or enterprise.

The first group of collections can comprise artifacts and paper ephemera of the post office,
products which have been developed for use in the postal system, materials associated with the
hobby and science of philately, or even artistic use of items passing through the postal system.

The second main division can be portrayed as a thematic style of collecting, and with a thematic
concept in mind. They comprise philatelic and other social philatelic material, such as postcards
and telegrams, as well as collateral material that illustrates a major social event, an industry sector
(particularly one stimulated by the postal system), the development of a region or a small country,
social and religious history, or a major social activity.

The experiment can only be described as a roaring success. The 33 exhibits in the class attracted 6
Gold, 10 Large Vermeil, 8 Vermeil, 5 Large Silver, 3 Silver and 1 Bronze awards, as well as 9
Special Prizes. I am sure we will hear more of this class.

Australia's Electoral System

Our electoral system places a very heavy reliance on the postal system. Australia has a population of
about 18.8 million (which includes non-voters such as children), very unevenly spread over an area
roughly the same size as the contiguous United States. The population in 1901, when the former
colonies federated as the Commonwealth of Australia, was estimated at 3,773,801, plus 95,000
aboriginals. The distances involved in reaching much of the rural population were therefore
enormous and the postal system was the only way of enfranchising a large proportion of the
electorate.

There is no population register as such in Australia. Births, marriages and deaths must be registered,
but these records are not held centrally and do not maintain addresses of people. The Electoral
System relies on an Electoral Roll and once persons become eligible to vote, they register their name
and addresses on the roll in their Electorate. These Rolls are maintained using various means, all
involving the post office.

When an Election is due, there is a flurry of activity to encourage people to register or to bring their
entry on the Roll up to date before the Roll closes some weeks before the Election. Electoral Officials
and Scrutineers are appointed, and the various people up for election start their electioneering. Much
of this again has to rely on the postal system, since many electorates are the size of the larger US
states with a very dispersed population. Materials such as polling booths are distributed, by rail in the
early days, but also by road or air these days. Tons of stationery are involved. Many electors cannot
personally attend polling stations and have to rely on the post to register their votes via specially
registered Postal Votes.
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When the polls close, the votes are
counted and the results collected, by
mail, in ever greater concentrations
until they reach the Chief Electoral
Officer for the electorate. Here they
are collated and the final results
determined, and notified to the Central
Counting Station, by mail, telegraph
or phone depending on the means
available. Then all ballot papers have
to be physically transmitted (by
registered mail) to the central location
for scrutiny. Postal Votes will be
dribbling in for many days. Delays
may occur when the mails are held up
due to floods or cyclones.

During World War II the Electoral
Office was given the task of
registering all civilians, since they had
the best information on the location of
a large portion of the population:
voters. Again, the post office was
intimately involved as the main
distribution organisation, able to reach
the entire population. And when
rationing became necessary, the
Electoral Office again carried out the
necessary controls and distribution via
the post office. After the war all
central recording was terminated and
most records pulped.

Capital Philately

Figure 1 Sir Edmund Barton called Premier of the
Commonwealth

The Exhibit

Five frames were exhibited of 16 pages each:

Frame 1: Overview

• 1. Overview
• 2. Electoral Rolls
• 3. Elections
• 4. Civilian Registration
• 5. Rationing

The first frame deals with the general background of the Electoral System: the drafting and adoption
of the Constitution and the first Government under Edmund Barton, Premier of the Commonwealth
(Fig.l). Electoral Offices kept track of their official stamps, and used special Post Free provisions of
the Electoral Acts. It shows the direct involvement of the postman on the beat (Fig.2), and the
cooperation which existed between Electoral Officers and Registrars of Births, Marriages and Deaths,
as well as Immigration Officers(Fig.3). There is also some material to show the use of the mails for
distributing the cases for and against in referendums. There was a little remembered referendum at
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Fiaure 2 Instructional example for postmen on how to record changes (November 1920)

Yours faithfully,

Dear Sir or Madam,

•I_-
I

Advice has been received from the Department of Immigration that you have been granted a Certificate of
Naturalization by the Minister for Immigration and that you are now a British subject .

The law provides that every British subject, who is 21 years of age or over, unless otherwise disqualified, shall
have his or her name placed on the Electoral Roll for the address at which he or she lives.

So that your name may be placed au the Electoral Roll, I am enclosing an Electoral Claim (card) which you
should complete and return to this office in the envelope provided.

Rlectos-al Recistrar

Figure 3 Immigration notified the Electoral Office of naturalisations, who sent a formal reminder

which the voters of Western Australia decided to secede from the Federation (Fig.4). This was
rejected by the British Government in 1935 - in those days their approval was still required.

Frame 2: Electoral Rolls

The second frame shows how the maintenance of electoral rolls (which included women since 1902)
(Fig.S) was accomplished. Enrolments were acknowledged, and periodically the rolls were purified.
After the rolls were closed at the start of an election, interim acknowledgments were issued, and these
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FORM 12.
[Form to be used by an Elector of the Northern Territory or by an Officer (not being a Registrar) when lodging

an objection.]

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.

THE NORTHERN TERRITORY.
The Commonwealth Electoral Act. The Northern Territory Electoral Regulations.

NOTICE OF OBJECTION.
To the Returning Officer for the Northern Territory.

I OBJECT TO THE NAME OF-

No. on Place of Living as appearing on Place of abode for the time
Surname. Christian Name at full lengths. Occupation. being, if known to theRoll. Roll. objector.

being retained on the Electoral Roll for the

the Northern Territory, on the ground that (a)

District of

(Signature) .

(Occupation) .

(Address) ,

Dated the day of 19
(a) Here insert ground of objection.

2410. By Authority: L. F. JOHNSTON, Commonwealth Government E'r ln ter, Canberra.

Figure 61949 Unused Objection to an Entry on the Electoral Roll Form

are quite scarce. A voter could object to an enrolment on several grounds, all of which were
enshrined in postal forms (Fig.6). Enrolment is compulsory, and was enforced using postal Notices to
Institute Proceedings in Court, and Notices of Warrant of Execution (Fig.7), although these were not
as "deadly" as they sound. Occasionally errors were made in the printing of all these forms, and one
such case happened in the preparation of the 1961 elections (Fig.8). The phrase required by law to
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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA,

Appendix V. to
Divisonal Returning Officers'

Instructions,
The Commonwealth Eled~ral, Act.

Notice of Intended Applicati6n to '8 ,Justice for a Wal'.rilnt" of, Execution.

To
, ..'

W fIEREAS you were oil the
at
of an offence against the provtsions
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day of
r-
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of Section 42 of the 'Commonwealth Electoral Act, and
shotildfot your offence forfeit and pay the sum of

, and should. also pay
to the sum of
for costs, and it is thereby ordered that if the said several sums should. not be "'paid

. , . - ," . .c••) , , f

the same should be levied by.execution against your goods and"chattels ..
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I
I, o. H. M. S.

Post Free.

Returning Officer for the Australian Capital Territory,

Chief Electoral Office,

CANBERRA CITY,

A.C.T.

Figure 8 Incorrect Postal Form used in the 1961 election.

CANBERRA PICTURE POSTCARD COLLECTORS
Open to anyone in Canberra not just members of the Philatelic Society of Canberra.

Cost $15 per annum
(Includes Pastcards, the quarterly journal, which illustrates cards exhibited at the monthly meetings.)

Postal Auctions

Meetings on the second Tuesday of each month from 7.4Spm to 9.30pm plus

Room 5
Griffin Centre
Bunda Street
Canberra City

AEROGRAMMESOCIETY
The International Airletter & Aerogramme Collectors Society

Established 1996
Member of FISA

Membership entitles you to the quarterly journal AerogrammeR, regular mail sale auctions,
use of the Society library, contact with a network of other collectors world-wide, .

Contact us today.
PO Box 215, Dickson, A.C.T., 2602 Australia

Email: toma@dynamite.com.au
Web site: http://www .expage.comJpage/aerogrammer
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BOOK REVIEW

AIR MAIL ROUTES AND RATES IN SOUTH AMERICA: 1928-1940

By Mario D. Kurchan

j'
.'

Edlcicn Bilingiie

Mario D. Kurchan

With my interest in part paid airmail covers I
was eager to purchase this book because I have
found that airmail rates in the period covered
by this book, 1928-1940, are complex and it is
most difficult to find well researched
information for most parts of the world.

The book itself is AS size with 144 pages. The
cover is yellow and the book is well printed.
There are many covers illustrated, several
maps and a few tables of postal rates. All
illustrations are in black and white and are well
produced with some very minor exceptions.

The most interesting production aspect of this
book is that it is bilingual, being in Spanish
and English. Each chapter is written in
Spanish with all of the illustrations having a
Spanish description with an English translation
under it. The content for the chapter is then
repeated in English without the illustrations.
This is the first time I have come across this
format, other than international exhibition
catalogues. It is a most useful feature and one
that I hope other authors will consider. I have
a number of stationery catalogues in Spanish,
which I wish were in a similar format. Dr

Mario David Kurchan is a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society of London, who has put together a
number of international collections, has significant judging experience and has written a number of
books and articles on aspects of South American philately, most of which appear to be bilingual.

UV( fWOOl.V$
OUTOf ll<QU'

,.,.,.. ..~•..• '-
--. ••.•.•.••''''n._...~,...- '-.,~-'"""'••• "d", •••••
"'"'' .•.•'- "'--,.•••• M •••••",.....•."....•. ,•...•" .~, , •....._ .....•...
-.. ••..••• 0."" ••••............. ,..",,0 .••.•.•••••.., •••••

The contents of the book include an Introduction and References and the following seven chapters;

l. Brief history of the international airlines in South America: NYRBA, Syndicato Condor, Latecoere and its
followers, and LATI

2. First Argentine air mail routes
3. Air mail rates in the Southern Cone of the Americas: Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay
4. The SCADTA's services: Columbia, Ecuador and Peru
S. Air mail rates and routes in Venezuala
6. Air mail rates and routes in Peru
7. The American eagle spreads its wings down South

Overall the book is well written and easy to read with generally enough information to enable you to
decipher the airmail rates on covers. It is important to realise that the book does not go into First
Flight covers, but concentrates on commercial covers. I can strongly recommend this book to anyone
with an interest in airmails or the zo" Century postal history of the region. The book was published
in Argentina quite recently but is available from Vera Trinder in London for £17, less for members of
the Philatelic Society of Canberra.

Darry 1Fuller
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IMPORTANT CHANGES TO THE PROTECTION
OF MOVEABLE CULTURAL HERITAGE

There have been some significant changes to the protection of moveable cultural heritage that all
philatelists need to be aware of, particularly those with collections with a significant documentary
content or which have received high awards internationally.

The aim of the Act is to protect the national interest by keeping Australia's most important heritage
objects in the country, without unnecessarily restricting our export trade or the international exchange
of culture. The Act does not affect the right to own or sell objects in Australia.

Changes to the Control List

The National Cultural Heritage Control List describes the categories of objects controlled by the Act.
On 1 May 1999 there were changes to the Control List to simplify it and update concepts, age and
monetary criteria. The updated Control List defines significance to Australia as the key criterion.
Generally speaking, an object is 'significant to Australia' if it was made or used in Australia or has
Australian content, and has additional significant associations. For example, it might be associated
with an important historical figure, have won a national or international award, or represent
significant technological progress.

What are the Categories under the Control List?

Class A objects cannot be exported except where a certificate of exemption has been obtained. Class
A objects are Victoria Crosses awarded to Australians and Indigenous sacred or secret objects, carved
trees, bark, or log coffins used as burial objects, rock art or human remains.

Class B objects may be exported provided prior permission is obtained. Class B objects include:
Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage; Archeological Objects; Natural
Science Objects; Applied Science or Technology; Fine and Decorative Arts; Documentary
Heritage; Numismatic Objects; Philatelic Objects; and items of Historical Significance. It is
important to realise that objects may fall under more than one category.

Philatelic Objects

Items in postal history and social philately exhibits, in particular, may fall into Documentary Heritage
or items of Historical Significance as well as, in addition to, or instead of being philatelic. In
particular, Part 6 of the list which relates to objects of documentary heritage, and has provision for
items that form part of government records or archives. The following reproduces the part of the
Control List relating to Philately.

8.1 This Part lists heritage objects of the category Philatelic Objects.
8.2 An object is in this category if it:

(a) is of significance to Australia; and
(b) is an object of the kind mentioned in 8.3; and
(c) is an object of which no more than 2 examples are known to exist in Australia; and
(d) is not represented in at least 2 public collections in Australia by an object of equivalent

quality.
8.3 Objects in this category are Class B objects for the Act, and include:

(a) a postal marking, or postage or revenue stamp, that is in mint condition or is attached in
any way to a document; and

(b) any material used in the design, production, usage or collection of stamps; and
(c) a stamp collection of importance that:

(i) has won an award known as a Large Gold medal in international competition; or
(ii) has a current Australian market value of at least $150,000.

Note A Class b object can be exported from Australia if a permit or certificate is granted under
the Act in relation to the object.
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This Act will only affect a few collectors but from my knowledge of other members' collections,
there is the odd collection that may require an export permit but what is more likely are individual
items that may require an export permit if sold overseas. For further information, copies of the Act,
Control List or application forms, please contact:

The Secretary, National Cultural Heritage Committee
Department of Communications, Information Technology and the Arts
GPO Box 2154
CANBERRA ACT 2601

Tel: (02) 62711610 Fax: (02) 62711122

E-mail: moveable.heritage@dcita.gov.au Website: www.dcita.gov.au
(look up 'export permit' under Easyfind)

FINDING FAKES AND FORGERIES IN THE LIBRARY

Ian McMahon

The Editor has kindly suggested to me that I write a series of articles on the potential of the Library to
help members to learn more about their collecting interests.

The Society's Library is a tremendous resource being one of the best philatelic libraries in Australia.
It is clearly surpassed in Australia only by the Libraries of the Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria and
PHILAS although the Library of the Philatelic Society of South Australia and the National Library of
Australia are also of considerable significance.

Relatively few members, however, make use of this resource and it is the purpose of this series of
articles to help you understand how the Library can add tremendously to your collecting interests no
matter what they are.

I have chosen this first topic on the basis of a recent discussion with a member who was chasing
information on forgeries.

A quick inspection of the Library catalogue list over 40 books about forgeries. These range from
monographs on particular countries such as the series of Billig's Forgery Handbooks to general works
covering many countries.

General Works on Forgeries

Forgeries of stamps first appeared very early on in the history of stamp collecting. Among the early
works on the first forgeries were books on forged stamps and how to detect them by Ed Pemberton
and Thornton Lewis published in 1863-5. A reprint of both books appears in Early Forged Stamps
Detector edited by T Dalton.

A number of encyclopedic works exist on the early forgeries. The most important of these are Album
Weeds and the Serrane Guide.

Album Weeds: How to Detect Forged Stamps by R Earee (the third edition of which was published in
1906 by Stanley Gibbons) lists the known forgeries alphabetically by country. It relies heavily on
descriptions but also has some illustrations. It remains a useful and easily accessible work.

The Serrane Guide is also arranged alphabetically by country and covers forgeries into the 1920s.
The American Philatelic Society has recently republished the Guide and a copy is on order for the
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Library. In the meantime you can consult the serialisation of the Guide in the American Philatelist
starting in about 1989, although the Library's holdings of this Journal are incomplete. The book form
of the Guide includes an extensive bibliography.

The Guide includes illustrations as well as descriptions of most forgeries. As such it is one of the
more useful books on forgeries, however, I must admit feeling frustrated in using it. As part of the
French Challenge I was persuaded to start a collect of St Pierre et Miquelon. Many of the early issues
of this colony were overprints, which have been extensively forged (on both genuine and forged
stamps and with or without fake postmarks). The Guide seems more often then not to say
'comparison with the originals is essential' which is fine except how do determine which stamps are
'originals' .

Another useful book is H Fletcher's book, Postal Forgeries of the World, published in 1977. This
book concentrates on forgeries produced to deceive the Post Office including the well known
forgeries of the 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge and George V sideface.

Individual Forgers

Another approach to writing about forgeries has been to publish books on the works of a particular
forger. There are a number of these in the Library. Probably the most useful is the Fournier Album
of Philatelic Forgeries which illustrates many of Fournier's productions. Others include The Gee-Ma
Forgeries and the Oswald Schroeder Forgeries by Robson Lowe.

Reading about the work of the forgers is interesting in itself. The Library includes a book by V Tyler
on Philatelic Forgers, Their Life and Works.

Individual Countries

The largest series of monographs on the forgeries of single countries in the Library are the Billig's
Forgery Handbooks by Stiedl and Billig. These cover the forgeries of European countries ranging
from Belgium, Luxembourg, the Italian States and Turkey. While there have been a series of
publications on Australian States Forgeries, the Library unfortunately does not have these.

Journal Articles

The Serrane Guide was probably the last of the general works on Forgeries which attempted to deal
with all known forgeries up to the time it was published (in the 1920s). To find information on later
forgeries you need to consult the specialist philatelic literature. Unfortunately the philatelic literature
is not as well indexed as it might be, although recent innovations such as the on-line index of journal
articles on the web site of the American Philatelic Research Library (APRL) , the library of the
American Philatelic Society, have begun to change that. In the meantime you have to rely on
bibliographies such as that in the APS edition of the Serrane Guide or your knowledge of the
specialised literature of your field of collecting to identify articles of interest.

If you think this is all too esoteric, the Bulletin of the Commonwealth Collectors' Club of NSW has
recently been publishing articles on how to identify forged OS and other overprints on Australian
Stamps.

Other Libraries

The re are many books on forgeries not held by our Library. One way to find out about these is
through the on-line library catalogues of the APRL. In general though to access material from this
library or other philatelic libraries in Australia you will need to become a member of that Society.
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MACH (IN) ADO ABOUT NOTHING

Albert Farrugia

We philatelists are not, as a rule, mercenary. We collect for the joy of it. Indeed, while seeing a
collection of rare material is obviously very uplifting for the philatelic soul, so is assembling a
comprehensive collection of relatively common material. For example, I have recently encountered
the joys of pre-cancels from the USA; thousands of different stamps with many common ones allow
the assembly of interesting collections at low cost.

But I digress. My point is that the collecting of Machins can easily fit into the category of frugal
philately, if the rarest errors and varieties are avoided. A few kilos of material on paper yields
hundreds of different stamps. Get your UV light and have fun! (Ed. Also join the Machin Group)

Alas, frugality is rapidly being losing out. With the plethora of new issues, a limit is reached,
particularly when the Prestige booklets are encountered. There is very little chance of getting these
through the mail. (Ed. The same is true of Australia's few prestige booklets) Which makes the
generation of weird artefacts masquerading as Machins even more of a bitter pill, and they don't come
any weirder than the recent Profile on Print Prestige Booklet.

It is interesting that the indigestible nature of some of these STAMPS is
definitely related to their size. In my view, the worst example are the letterpress
stamps (shown at left). Yet this printing method gave us some of the best classic
designs during the reign of Queen Victoria. Would they look the same when
printed this size? Not likely!

It is the case that, particularly since the Post Office stared to regale us with two
Prestige books yearly, these issues have become a significant financial burden.
When presented in this format, they tend to arouse passions, which bode ill for

the future of Machin collecting. When one considers that the vast majority of new values are lucky to
reach face value upon re-sale, one concludes that Machin collecting is in trouble if this goes

Why have Prestige booklets at all? Why not
commemorate issues specifically with label panes
such as recently issued (right) for the Berlin airlift? Is
the Post Office incapable of incorporating new stamps
into these panes, such as are incorporated into the
Prestige panes, rather than issuing the same pane with
a different label, time after time?

Or, dare I suggest, they're only interested in maximising their revenue? Here endeth the lesson.

Machin Interest Group
of the

Philatelic Society of Canberra
Collectors interested in the Machin series should join. The group's newsletter Machinations
is issued bi-monthly and contains a wealth of useful information for the Machin collector.

For more information contact Albert Farrugia on 0262957487
or look in the internet at http://www.tip.net.au/-albfar/mig.htm
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COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS 1939-1957
PIONEERING AND HISTORICAL AVIATION LINKS AND

THEIR PHILATELIC CONSEQUENCES

Kim Dwyer

Since 1939 aircraft have arguably formed the most important part of the history and development of
the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Until then, the islands' only contact with the outside world was by
means of messages to and from the Cable and Wireless Station; the trading voyages made by the
Clunies-Ross family in their yacht Ayesha; the thrice yearly visits by TSS Islander; the Christmas
Island phosphate trader which plied between Indonesia, Christmas Island and Cocos (Keeling)
Islands; or infrequent sail-byes by ocean passenger liners.

1939 Indian Ocean Survey Flight

The outbreak of World War II saw renewed interest in the Indian Ocean region. Early in 1939,
because of the possibility of war in Asia, the Australian government decided an aerial survey flight
should be made from Australia to South Africa to determine a safe alternative flying boat route to
England through Egypt.

The route chosen was from Sydney, via Port Hedland, Cocos Islands, Chagos Islands, Seychelles
Islands to Kenya. The Australian government chartered a PBY2 Consolidated Catalina - Guba II.
This was a civil version of the NC 777, which was owned by an American, Dr Richard Archbold, and
which had been flown by him to Australia from New Guinea prior to this flight. The pilot for the
survey flight was to be noted Australian aviator, Captain P.G. Taylor. Dr Archbold acted as a crew
member for the flight.

The flight left Rose Bay flying boat base on Sydney Harbour on 3rd June, then left Port Hedland on
the afternoon of 4th June, but the crew failed to find the Cocos Islands and so were forced to fly to
Batavia in the Netherlands East Indies. However, on their second attempt, from Batavia, the Cocos
Islands were located and Captain Taylor finally landed the aircraft on the islands' main lagoon on the
7th of June.

I,

v; J.Robinaon.Eaq.
, 4 Sl.a.de ATenue.
L~dfiel~~ N.S.W.P.uatralia..

',.1

(J INDIAN OCEAN. .
AR. ...., /~

f-?:-4 ~.:--.r->:
Figure 1 Specially Printed Guba Flight Cover (Captain Taylor-is-pict~red fourtll- from th~ left:'-;~~ri-;g~th;h;')'~4.·-"-

Prior to this flight a decision had been made by postal authorities for the flight not to carry any
official mail. However small quantities of specially printed covers, and some others, were carried as
unofficial mail. During the stopover at Cocos Islands, the cachet of the Cable and Wireless Ltd office
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(which acted as the post office, there being no official post office on Cocos Islands at this time), was
applied to the mail, with the specially prepared flight covers also receiving the stamped monogram of
John Clunies Ross (Fig.l).

There were two different dates of the C&W Ltd cachet applied to covers on this flight - the special
illustrated covers received the date of 8 June 1939, while other covers, prepared or carried by either
Dr Archbold or Mr Jack Percival, the radio operator and official government journalist for the flight,
received the date of 12 June 1939 (Fig.2).

R/ KISUMU
Kenya

856

r..Vi.Peel 1so.,
21 Ha ze l b ank Hoe.d,

iVOi..i.STONECrtAET.
N.;:). «. .A.USTRALIA.

CARRIED ON FIRST INDIAN OCEAN SURVEY FLiGH T -P[R':'
"GUBA: BY COURTESY DR. R.ARCHBOLD_ =- .r~

Figure 2 Unofficial Cuba Cover Carried by Dr Archbold

The Cuba left the Cocos Islands on 13th June and, with stopovers at Diego Garcia in the Chagos
Islands and at Port Mahe, in the Seychelles, reached Mombasa, Kenya, on 21st June 1939, where the
small amount of mail carried which was addressed back to Australia was duly processed for carriage
back to Australia on the return flight.

UNISSUED STAMP

In order to increase public interest in the possible air service between Australia and South Africa,
Captain Taylor had sought to have a special stamp struck for this flight. On 5th April 1939 the
Director-General of Posts and Telegraphs (Sir Henry Brown) announced the commemorative stamp
and gave details of the proposed design. The Postmaster General endorsed the design, plates were
made and a few sheets of the 5/- Cuba stamp were printed by John Ash, the Australian Stamp and

Note Printer (Fig.3).

However, before the stamps could be issued, a halt was '
called by the postal authorities. The Australian Treasurer,
Mr R.O. Casey (later Lord Casey) informed Taylor that the
stamp and any official mail could not go on because the
Kenya Post Office had refused to accept it at Mombasa.
Officialdom was being used by commercial interests to
thwart the possibility of a competing air service.

With the exception of a proof imperforate, ungummed
sheet of 80 stamps now in the Australia Post Archival
Collection, all stocks of the special 5/- stamp were
subsequently destroyed.

JOH NASH.

AUSTRALIAN NOTE AND STAMP PRINTER.

Figure 3 Colour plate reproduction
of the unissued 5/- Cuba stamp.
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In August 1944, after Cocos Islands had been bombed twice by the Japanese, Lord Louis Mountbatten
appointed a military administration to the islands, and it was intended to use the then British colony as
an air base for the drive against the Japanese in Malaya and Indonesia. RAF and Indian Army
personnel constructed an airstrip made of interlocked Marsden steel matting strips and during
construction the base was served by Sunderland Air Boat reconnaissance aircraft.

The airstrip was completed in March 1945 and the base developed into a garrison of over 5,000,
mostly RAF personnel. RAF Squadrons Nos. 99 and 356, flying Wellingtons and Liberators were
based on Cocos as part of a Bomber Command plan to assist in the planned drive against the
Japanese. A squadron of Spitfires was flown in to be used in the defence of the islands and their new
military installations.

BYAIRMAIL
PAR AVION

RJ\F squadrons
99 and 356 were
allocated RAF
Post Office 301,
which was in use
on the islands
from April 1945
until 31st March
1946 (FigA). At
this time mail in
and out of the
base was flown
by RAF aircraft
which travelled
back and forth to.- j
the islands with
supplies.

However, by reading correspondences from the airmen, it is apparent that these services were by no
means frequent or ran to any sort of schedule.

A number of Australian air crews who had served with RAF squadrons in S.E Asia, as well as some
Australian ex prisoners of war, were repatriated to Australia by air via Cocos Islands, during the
period September
1945 to January''''-
1946. Any mail

{sent by the visitingsan crews and ~
repatriates passed ~~
through the RAF ~
PO 301. However, ~
free postage was ~
available only to !
RAF personnel, so I
visiting Australian I'

Iairmen were
required to apply
Ceylon postage to
thei r mail (Fig.5).
The use of Ceylon
postage from RJ\F
PO 301 was
extremely uncommon.

Figure 5 Australian Airmen on Cocos were Required to Frank their Mail
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The garrison of 5,000 men on
Cocos Islands at this time
consisted mainly of RAF
personnel. However, it also
comprised contingents of the
Royal Indian Air Force, as well
as Indian and Cingalese ground
troops. Indian Army Field Post
Office was in operation from
May 1945 till 10th January
1946, for the use of the Indian
and Ceylon Air Forces and
troops (Fig.6). FPO 46 is a
very scarce marking on cover.

1948 QANTAS EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT - SYDNEY TO JOHANNESBURG AND
RETURN

In the immediate post-war years serious thought was given to the practicability of continuing an air
service across the Indian Ocean. QANTAS did not allow this concept to be forgotten and conducted a
successful experimental flight over the selected route in November 1948, using a Lancastrian aircraft
piloted by Captain L.R. Ambrose, with Cocos Islands and Mauritius as stopping and refuelling points.

Mr. :£;. A. Crome,

cj - Qantas: Empire Ai~a.Ys Ltd.,
0/- South African AU:Ways,
Shel±- HOU3e ;---C~rtngton St.,
Rand Airport,
SYDNE'L- N~S.W.

GE:RMISTON • SOl1TH AFRICA.

Figure 7 QANTAS Unofficial Airmail Cover Sydney to Johannesburg

No official mail was
carried but QANTAS
arranged an unofficial
mail of 300 covers each
way. Two-toned blue
vignettes, depicting both
directions of the flight,
were produced by
QANTAS and attached
to the covers, which
were signed by Captain
Ambrose. These covers
had both Australian and
South African stamps
and the postmark dates
were Sydney

14 November,
Johannesburg 20 and 27
November and Sydney 1
December 1948 (Fig.7).

As no mail was picked
up or dropped at Cocos

Islands, no Cocos markings exist on any covers. However these covers form an important link in
Cocos Islands aviation history.

(Please note that all illustrations in this article are 81% of actual size)
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FOUND AT TRASH AND TREASURE

Darryl Fuller

Last issue I discussed the significance of the trash that one sometimes finds but is seldom kept. In
that case it was a modern US mailbag label which I
chanced upon. This time I would like to illustrate 'I":
the same principal but on an item from a different
source.

';

j

I rarely go to our local Trash & Treasure market
even though they are held every Sunday morning
and are quite close to where I live. However, I did
recently attend and I purchased four books for $5
from one seller. Included was the book illustrated
at right, the 1984 Solomon Islands Postal ,
Handbook. It is the official guide to all the postal ~.
matters in the Solomon Islands. The seller
probably thought that he would never get rid of it,
yet in many ways it is a lucky find. Postal guides
from years ago are always eagerly sought after and
I can't imagine that many copies of this one have
survived.

SOLOMON ISLANDS
POSTAL HANDBOOK

1984

IThis guide is 143 pages long and has 12 pages of
advertisements (on yellow paper) bound into the
middle. It starts off with a list of post offices and
postal agencies on all of the islands. Then follows
one of the most interesting features of the guide. It
is a list of all of the Post Office box holders and

Ministry of Transport, Communications.

& Government Utilities
POST & TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

.Honiara, Solomon Islands

their box number, on all of the islands. I have
never seen this in a guide before. Following on from this is twenty or so pages of postal rates. There
are some interesting rates with registration being a good example. The registration fee varied
according to the level of compensation from 30c for $20 up to 70c for $100, which was the maximum
compensation payable.

The Solomon Islands had a similar system of postal rates to Australia with a five zone system. The
weight steps were not generous with the cost being per 10 grams with each additional 10 gram step
almost invariably a different rate. For example an airmail letter to the United Kingdom was 50c for
the first 10 grams and then 40c for each 10 grams after that. Most interestingly postcards were also
based on weight with the airmail postcard rate to Australia being 18c for the first 10 grams and then
8c for each 10 grams after that. Without a guide like this I can imagine postal historians puzzling
over the rates for, say, a large postcard in 50 years time. The other really interesting area is airmail
parcel rates. Each country is listed separately and there is some interesting variation in rates for
parcels up to 10 kilograms. For example a 10kg parcel sent airmail to Pakistan cost $49.10 whilst one
to India cost $50.10. Even more curious are the rates for a lOkg parcel to the Yemen Arab Republic
($49.10) versus an identical parcel to the Yemen - Peoples Democratic Republic ($48.90). I can't
imagine why there is a 20c difference.

The final section of the guide deals with all of the general postal information you would expect in a
guide, everything from the maximum size of parcels to the operation of the Philatelic Bureau. All in
all this is a fascinating and useful document to the modern postal historian.

(Ed. I will be donating this guide to the Philatelic Society of Canberra's library for future generations
of stamp collectors. If any other readers have postal guides that they don't want, even recent
Australian ones, I am sure the Philatelic Society would appreciate the donation.)
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YOUR FAVOURITE DEALER

Write, phone or fax for your free copy of one of our competitive price lists:

1. Australia and Territories
2. Australian States
3. New Zealand

4. South Pacific Islands

We stock most brands of albums, catalogues and accessories. you can order them by providing us
with two business days notice prior to one of the Canberra shows which we attend regularly.

We regularly attend the Griffin Centre Sunday Shows
Hope to see you there on the Second Sunday in every month.

We also service wants lists and provide professional insurance valuations. we buy and sell quality
stamps and collections, postcards, phonecards and cigarette cards. We accept Bankcard,

Mastercard, Visa:' American Express. cheques money orders and (of course') cash.
Give is a try, you'll be pleasantly surprised by our competitive prices and friendly service.

PO Box 478 Avalon Beach, NSW 2107
Phone: 02 9974 5707 Fax: 029974 1177 E-mail: johntracy@ozemail.com.au
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Australasia's
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The leader for news
The leaaer lor comment
The leader for circulation
The greatest coverage of Australian
and Pacific news of any Stamp Mac,wne
in the Worid ~

Sample copy. subscriptions and
advertising rates on request.

All major credit cards accepted.

Stamp News Australasia
PO Box 1410.
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